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                Choose Your Subscription
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                            Blue Coffee Bag

                            From £9.39 p/month

                                Free UK delivery

                            A 227g compostable EcoBag of single-origin coffee delivered just how you like it
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                            Blue Coffee Box

                            From £17.99 p/month

                                Free UK delivery

                            Two 227g compostable EcoBags of coffee in our signature EcoBox and prepared to your liking

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        Who is this for?

                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                    Just for Me

                                    A monthly tour of the top 3% of world coffees. UK Roasted. Cancel anytime

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                                    A Gift for Someone Special

                                    Choose the perfect coffee gift for coffee lovers. One-off or monthly

                                    
                                        If the gift needs to arrive on a certain date (birthday, etc), please mention "To arrive on xx date" in the Gift Message box on the checkout page. We will then post the box or bag to arrive (depending on Royal Mail) on that date.
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    How would you like your coffee prepared?
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                                    Beans

                                    Grind at home on demand for the freshest taste

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                

                                [image: image]

                                
                                    Cafetiere

                                    Coarse grind for cafetieres and French press
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                                    Dripper

                                    Medium grind for pour overs and
filter drippers
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                                    Aeropress

                                    Medium/fine grind for Aeropress
coffee makers
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                                    Espresso

                                    Fine grind for espresso machines and stovetops

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    What coffee do you prefer?
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                                    Light Roast

                                    Light colour with no oil, more  flavour and more caffeine

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                

                                [image: image]

                                
                                    Medium Roast

                                    Medium colour with light oils and smooth flavour
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                                    Dark Roast

                                    Deep brown with more oil and stronger roast flavour
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                                    MOST POPULAR

                                

                                
                                    Surprise Me

                                    Let your Coffee Concierge select especially for you

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                I'd prefer a selection of Decaf coffee

                            

                            
                                I'd prefer half and half - one decaf, one standard

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        How often would you like your deliveries?

                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                    Every 2 Weeks 

                                    FASTER

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                                    Monthly

                                    MOST POPULAR

                                    
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

                                    Every 2 Months

                                    SLOWER

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        Choose your Payment Plan

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        

                                        
                                            1
                                            Month
                                        

                                        £9.99/month

                                        Total: £9.99

                                         

                                         

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        

                                        
                                            3
                                            Months
                                        

                                        £7.49/month

                                        Total: £22.47

                                         

                                         

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        

                                        
                                            6
                                            Months
                                        

                                        
                                            MOST POPULAR

                                            £6.99/month

                                        

                                        Total: £41.94

                                         

                                         

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        

                                        
                                            12
                                            Months
                                        

                                        £6.59/month

                                        Total: £79.08

                                         

                                         

                                    

                                
 
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                    	 
                            

                            
                                

                                Free UK delivery

                            

                            CONTINUE

                            
                                Never worry about forgetting as
subscriptions auto-renew 
You may cancel or make changes at any time

                               

                            

                            
                                Gift subscriptions do not auto-renew 
You may make changes at any time

                               

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        Add Gift Wrapping

                        Gift wrapping will enhance your first box and is suitable for all occasions. 

                        Your first delivery will be beautifully wrapped as shown and delivered safely in a biodegradable blue bag.
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                                        Gift Wrapping

                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            £6.00
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                             
                                            
 
                                            
                                                ADD TO CART
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                        

                        
                            CONTINUE
                        

                    

                    
                

            

            
        

    


    
     
      
       
        
         
          WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY
         

        

        
         
          
           "This box is great! Packaging is great and there is a little info sheet on where the coffee is from. As soon as I opened it there was amazing smell of coffee that made me want to brew a cup right then. Can't wait to try the coffee! They also have a variety of subscription options and timing which is nice."
          

          
           - Olivia
          
         

         
          
           "An absolutely terrific company all round! Not only do they supply THE best coffee you could ever want at remarkably good prices, their service is second to none. I've been a subscriber for over a year and have yet to receive a bag of coffee or experience an interaction with these guys that is anything short of exceptional...highly recommended!"
          

          
           - Sam / Basingstoke
          
         

         
          
           "Was not sure what I'd get but the first two bags of coffee taste lovely. Not opened the other yet. And the box was nice. It was like getting a present all wrapped up inside and was delivered by the postman so I didn't have to wait in. I've got a Gaggia and they ground it for my machine which was good. The beans are from little farms that seem to have the whole family involved. Well done Blue Coffee."
          

          
           - Andrea / Bury
          
         

         
          
           "How exciting it was to open my first blue box. Well presented with great information of each coffee. It was a treat for my husband who lives for coffee. Surperb flavors with depth and intensity, working our way through. Highly recommend to everyone.
           

            Thank you Blue Coffee Box"
          

          
           - Deborah Ryall / Gillingham
          
         

         
          
           "Those who know me, know that I am a bit of a coffee snob. I try not to be, but unfortunately, I am!
           

            So, when I got sent this amazing box of freshly roasted coffee beans from Blue Coffee Box I was excited and to be honest a little sceptical.
            

             I've had coffee beans from another company in the past and I was a little underwhelmed with some of the stuff they sent me.
             

              So, I ground up the beans and made a cup of the stuff using my Aeropress and wow, what a flavour! Kind of like drinking coffee in 3D."
          

          
           - Ian Anderson Gray / Manchester
          
         

         
          
           
            Totally worth it!
           
           

            "Absolutely LOVING the coffee, super fast delivery, wonderful information supplied about the coffee and the quality is truly spectacular
            

             - so glad I subscribed!!"
          

          
           - Amanda Graney / Hove
          
         

        

        
         
         

         
         

        

       

      

     

    

   

     
    
    
    
     
 

	
        
            
                
                    Your coffee subscription is nearly complete. You are joining a unique coffee club and will be so pleased when your first box arrives. And, it's not just luxurious gourmet coffee, you are going to be tasting ethically sourced speciality coffee that has been bought by the Direct Trade method. Your support enables the farmer to invest in a sustainable crop, and to provide an  improved quality of life for their children and community.

                    Also, to ensure that people working on the farm, from the farmer to the picker, work within International Labour Laws, social and environmental standards, our coffee concierges have often visited the very farms where your coffee is grown.

                    Our coffee club takes you through a voyage of world coffee. The SCA quality score of our speciality coffee will be well above 83 and has the distinct flavours and aroma that will put a huge smile on your face. Your coffee club subscription will continue to surprise and amaze you month after month. 
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     Blue Coffee Box Ltd, Unit 11C, Claremont Way, Canterbury CT3 4BF
     
      Tel: 0333 433 0633
     
    

   

   
    If you love world-class gourmet tea, why not
    
     
      visit our sister company Blue Tea Box
     
    
    next?
   

  

  
  
	


	

	
	
	


 













	












	
	

	
		
            
            
            
	
















  
  
  
  




  
  
  
  
  
  
  
    



 